5S and Aigner Label Holders!

Look to the Leader in
Label Holders for Your Lean 5S Solutions

Label Holder Solutions for 5S Projects
Implement Your 5S Methods with Aigner
Aigner Label Holder Corporation provides efficient and cost effective solutions to most
LEAN / 5S projects. 5S methodology is the planning and implementation of waste
reduction and productivity gains that are the result of an orderly, well organized and
most importantly Clearly Labeled storage locations.

The Five Pillars of 5S

Sort, Set In Order, Shine, Standardize & Sustain the Cycle.

SORT

Sort out what is needed and eliminate what is not needed.

SET-IN-ORDER Labeling is the KEY. “A place for everything and everything in its place”

An age old adage that saves time and money every day.
Aigner manufactures label holders for bins, totes, shelving, racks and more.

SHINE

Clean and inspect for standards and defects.

STANDARDIZE Revisit Sort, Shine and Set-In-Order on a regular basis
SUSTAIN

Organizational Commitment to maintain 5S

Simple and Quick Designation or Location Changes
Insertable plastic label holders make it easy to change a label or location. Simply re-mark the
insert and slide it into the holder. This feature was pioneered by Aigner Label Holder Corp over
fifty (50) years ago for the filing industry, and since, has been adapted to every storage application imaginable.

Better Organization of Storage
Every efficient storage facility must know where everything is - All of the time. This would be
much easier to accomplish if products and locations did not change, but they do, and that’s
when problems develop. Label Holders are a management tool that offers a solution.
They even make a better working environment for the employees to be more productive.
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Visual Benefits of Insertable Label Holders
Insertable card stock labels provide the added benefit of being easy to read and well protected
from dirt and damage that can occur with unprotected adhesive labels. High Quality white laser
paper with general formatting and printing instructions are provided to allow easy printing and
customization of text, fonts and colors. Color Coding is easy with a simple change of paper label
insert color. Clearly labeled storage locations are Key to any Lean 5S initiative.

Cost Justification is Easy
The total cost for a label holder system rarely exceeds 4% of the total warehouse cost, yet no
other single function contributes more savings. Whatever the initial investment is for a Label
Holder System, it has been very well documented that payback in materials, labor and overall
efficiency will be justified by:

Protecting Bar Codes is a Must
Most storage and distribution facilities either use an automated barcode
inventory system or expect to start in the near future. Barcodes must be protected from dirt,
moisture and chemicals to prevent an inaccurate scan. This would obviously create an
inventory discrepancy or possibly even a lost customer. Most of Aigner’s clear plastic insertable
label holders come in a matte, non glare finish, which ensures scanning compatibility
while protecting the barcode.

Little or No Cost for Printing Labels
No need to contract outside printing service for label designations. Most label holders are
supplied with pre-perforated laser/ ink-jet compatible sheets and simple printing instructions in
a standard “word” processing format. The laser stock is a high quality 60lb cover in bright white
or an array of colors. Print neat and professional labels, in house, well in advance or
on demand at virtually no additional expense.

Label Holders for Every Storage Solution
Years of consumer demand for new product development has resulted in a wide selection of
label holders with a choice of backings. Permanent self adhesive for permanent applications or
removable self adhesive, magnetic and fabric hook and loop fasteners for the versatility to
relocate the label holder. These options feature change and relocation of the paper insert.
All were engineered to solve a specific labeling problem.
Here’s a short list of solutions for the major storage applications:

Aisle Signage –
“Slip ‘n Stik” Insertable plastic aisle sign kit’s plastic holder mounts
into the assembly holes on the face of pallet racks or shelving
uprights. This starts the warehouse mapping process. Print paper
inserts on a laser or ink-jet printer – change as often as
required for only the cost of paper.

Pallet Racks –
“Super•Scan®” features larger sizes (3” x 5”, 4” x 6”, 5” x 8”) for
better visibility. Barcode compatible, non-glare finish in self adhesive
or magnetic backings, top or side loading. Mix and Match for the
perfect labeling solution. Laser inserts included.

Steel Shelving –
Several styles, including patented “Hol•Dex” in many size options,
side or top loading, self adhesive or magnetic backing.
Laser Inserts available.

Wire Shelving –
“Wire•Rac” Label Holders offer five (5) separate styles to fit
most major brands of wire shelving. Snap-on to install,
snap-off to re-locate. Barcode compatible matte finish and
laser inserts are all standard.

Tri-Dex Label Holders for Slotted Plastic Bins Are made of crystal clear PVC which is fabricated to a tri-fold
configuration that seals and protects the label. No adhesive backing
is required. Just laser print a label, slide it into the holder and snap
it into place. Change it as often as required. Five popular sizes are
available to retro-fit most major manufacturer’s standard bins.
Laser Inserts are included with printing instructions.

Plastic Bins and Totes “Bin•Buddy’s” feature permanent self adhesive backing
engineered for smooth plastic surfaces. Four (4) popular sizes,
bar code compatible, with laser inserts included.

Floor Storage –
Floor labeling kit with durable “oval” aluminum frame and clear
Lexan protective cover plus hardware. Print polyester labels in house
on thermal transfer printer and install, in less than five (5) minutes.

Return on Investment

REDUCE
WASTE

This is what it’s all about. At what point does your investment in
label holders start to pay monetary returns? Calculate the total
savings on time and materials and consider the contribution to
productivity from a better overall working environment.
The results of case studies performed by major retailers confirm
INCREASE
PRODUCTIVITY that the return on your initial investment will occur within a
twelve (12) month period after the purchase.
Labeling is the KEY! “A place for everything and everything in its place”

Aigner Label Holders
are distributed through most national industrial supply
companies such as: Grainger, Global Equipment,
MSC Direct, Fastenal, C & H Distributors, McMaster-Carr and
over 4,000 Material Handling Dealers Nationwide.
Aigner Label Holder Corp.
218 Mac Arthur Ave
New Windsor, NY 12553

(800) 242-3919
info@aignerlabelholder.com
www.aignerlabelholder.com

